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Kate Fallon

Thank you so much, Phil, that was fantastic.

We'd like to invite both Tim and Phil back up to the stage to talk more about our data advantage.

Tim Hong

Thanks, Kate, let’s talk about data. You know, it's really the… it's really the foundation of the Moneyline

advantage - the key part of our DNA since our founding in 2013. You know, at its heart, we value data for

its predictive value, enabling Moneyline to quantitatively forecast and influence outcomes, whether

that’s the ability to pay for a loan or a credit product, the ability for content to engage and retain a

customer or, really, a customer’s propensity to convert on a product. Crucially, we're not just using these

methods to enhance the customer experience, we’re also using it as a critical data provider to our

enterprise clients. Our combined consumer and enterprise network unlocks an enormous data

advantage.

Moneyline is unique in how we have amassed this advantage. We’ve strategically sought - and built -

proprietary data to power insights that accelerate the adoption of our products and enhance the

consumer relationship. It's not enough to have a monoline data set based on a monoline product.

Moneyline data spans critical pillars and content, financial products, and marketplace to really have a

pulse on how the American consumer is both engaging and transacting. So, for instance, if a consumer

engages in a piece of content about saving for a vacation, we can connect that consumer - that

high-intent consumer - to a high-yield savings account, for instance. Not only that, we could continue to

nurture that consumer relationship with a series of content and offers related to vacation itself. So, no

bank or monoline fintech can do that.

Our large and growing consumer database of hundreds of millions of inquiries and conversions, along

with content engagement metrics, allows us to deeply understand the financial wants and needs of

everyday Americans. We have over 30 million profiles of consumers from our enterprise marketplace

alone. As I demoed earlier, our proprietary database really lets us understand and provide real-time

insights into the day-to-day needs of a consumer in both times of need, as well as times of excess, and it

allows us to identify how we can bring financial access and advice to consumers to greater product

diversity and a network of expanded partnerships. With that, I’ll hand it to Phil.

Phill Rosen

Thank you. So, you know, those methods and knowledge of the American consumer, power an array of

platform tools and insights that enable our enterprise partners to target and market the right financial

product for their consumers.

For channel partners, products like our analytics API and platform reporting provide real-time insights so

they can understand the consumer engagement and the performance of their marketplace program. It



enables them to optimize their business and generate more revenue. And for product partners, our

best-in-class benchmark reports, as well as the comparison insights that we provide, enable institutions

with valuable data on their competitiveness and decisioning, all the way down to lead-level data.

This is really cool because what it means is that one of our lenders can actually see on a line-item basis

every action and activity that they’ve had with our products, their products, and optimize those over

time, even introducing new products. So, thank you for all that and I will hand it back over to Kate.

Kate Fallon

Thank you so much, Phil and Tim.


